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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
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Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 
Accelerating The Mortality Of Americans - How Many Millions Will Die In The 
Vamp-a-Ceuticals 'Final Solution' For America?  

By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline 
- Live Free Or Die 
Earlier today, ANP published a story in 
which a retired NY police officer shared a 
strange conversation she had with a 
supervisor for a state's emergency 
management agency and the intrusive 
medical questions that she had been 

asked, including questions about prescription medication and if there was anybody over 
the age of 75 in the house and if they'd possibly need hospital care during a major 
emergency.  
As anybody who has studied this subject knows, any kind of a major emergency that 
shuts down the entire system for a lengthy period of time could quickly turn into 
death sentences for anybody who relies upon prescription medications and 
regular medical care if it suddenly becomes unavailable to them. During such an 
emergency, the elderly and the infirm would suddenly become an insurmountable 
burden upon an already broken system. As we are warned by a trusted source, 
millions would likely die should such a situation develop.  
We've also been urged to take a look at an already broken medical system where 
US Veterans who have given themselves to serve our country are being denied 
medical care and put on waiting lists that quickly turn 'terminal' as well as 
emerging reports of major problems with Obamacare. We are personally aware of 
Americans who have served our country bravely who are now being denied 
proper medical care. Are we now witnessing a well thought out plan that is 
leading to the acceleration of the mortality of Americans?  
The 1st video below shares one such problem as Americans are sometimes unable to 
get their medication when they travel out-of-state. We also look at this alarming alert 
below which shares several recent medical related experiences that are enough to 
make one pull ones hair out. If what is shared below is indicative of the state of the 
healthcare and the 'vampire pharmaceutical industry' in America, it's time that 
Americans make alternative plans to ensure the health of our families and loved ones. 
PHARMACEUTICALS BEING DENIED TO PATIENTS ON MEDICARE AND 
CERTAIN HEALTH PLANS - CYBER ATTACK WILL KILL MILLIONS QUICKLY, 
ALONG WITH INTENTIONAL RED TAPE  
…My wife was recently bit by a spider (suspect brown recluse) on her finger and 
after a trip to the ER did no good, she went to a doctor a few days later. He 
prescribed an antibiotic and some skin patches. While I was at the pharmacy 
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counter yesterday they told me that the patches were not covered by the 
insurance company b/c they were not ''pre-approved''. I told the pharmacist/clerk 
that the doctor prescribed it and she said that the insurance would not cover it 
and that I could have the doctor call them directly and would I want to come back 
tomorrow and maybe it would be covered. I told her I would take it now and 
maybe request a discount later. While I was waiting a lady in her 60s came up to 
the counter to get her script filled - she was told that Medicaid was down and they 
could not give the pharmacy an estimated time of when it would be back. The 
women said that she had been out since last week and really needed her script 
filled. She was told that she could still get it but that she would have to pay full 
price (over $200). The pharmacist told her to come back tomorrow (today) but 
there was still no guarantee that their system would be up. Meanwhile a car came 
up to the drive-thru and I overhead that conversation: the woman's script for an 
ointment was not covered by her insurance either. I dont know if Medicaid is 
backed up or not and the examples of insurance denial for pharmaceutical 
coverage is not statistically significant but it is a red flag (warning). We need to 
start stocking up (''rat holing'') necessary prescription medications as we go 
forward. Thanks Obamacare - you really ''care''. 
Retired NYC cop. Got a very strange phone call today (8/26/15). Supervisor from 
FEMA with a 'random' questionnaire  
Single mom, the Lord is my everything, serious suburban prepper & Retired 
NYC cop. Got a very strange phone call today (8/26/15). Supervisor from 
FEMA with a 'random' questionnaire. I only stayed on the line because I 
was trying to see where it was going...refused to answer many. Wanted to 
know: how many guns I had in the house, any other weapons, amount of ammo. 
Asked about stored water for drinking, as well as hygiene. How much my 
house contained in food supplies for emergencies....how long my family 
could survive on what we had. How long I thought it should take the 
government to respond after a disaster. Anyone in house over 75? Would 
they need hospitalization if without meds for any length of time over a 
week? How much medication we have on hand of our normal meds. Did I have 
enough in the way of supplies to be able to care for other people in the 
neighborhood if needed. Also wanted to know if I had spare cash in the 
house available for emergencies if the banks were temporarily unavailable.  
Have you ever heard of anyone being asked such detailed emergency prep 
questions while claiming to be with FEMA? (I only answered two....told 
them that A) I didn't want their help....EVER, and B) the rest of the 
answers were none of their business.) 
This story in the Duluth News Tribune from last week shows us a room full of angry and 
fed up US Veterans sounding off about poor health care. Tom Moors, a 68-year old 
Veteran from the Vietnam War tells us about 'The Choice Act' a program set up by 
Congress to help US Veterans: "It's a debacle." Back in June, Newser reported that 
Vets health-care delays were getting even worse. Worse than what? Worse than 
238,000 US Veterans who died waiting for healthcare according to a leaked 
document?  
If one looks back through the eyes of history, what we're now seeing happening across 
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America to our elderly and Vets is reminiscent of 'the final solution' carried out by the 
Nazi's during World War 2 to systematically eliminate millions of Russians, Jews, Slavs 
and others - except, it's being done in front of our faces to our elderly and Vets by the 
withholding of medical care and supplies to those in need rather than sending them 
away to institutions to rot away and be 'eliminated' as the Nazi's did.  
++ We have also been visiting several different forums for members of the US military to 
find out what kinds of problems others are having and this seems to be a systematic 
issue...it is quite widespread. We invite our readers to share in the comment section 
below the kinds of problems with healthcare that they, too, are having, whether shortage 
of supplies, medications, delays...we believe from what we're reading and hearing that 
this is a major problem now all across the country and may be about to get much worse.  
Think about how many millions of Americans are dependant on drugs; think about how 
many Americans are on anti-depressants. If suddenly, all of those medications 
became unavailable due to war, economic collapse or major cyber-attack that 
shuts down the system, think of the chaos that would be caused. Are each of you 
prepared to live for several months without having the ability to purchase new 
medications?  
On day 1 alone following such an event, Americans who cannot get their medications 
will die. While some argue that guns cause gun-related deaths, much research will 
show you that many of these mass shootings across America have been carried 
out by people on anti-depressants. An excellent story by Matt Walsh on The Blaze 
argues that America's problems with violence aren't due to guns nor mental 
illness but rather because of the 'Godlessness' of our nation. Imagine 60 million+ 

Americans w/o their meds.  
With millions of Americans now 
completely dependent upon such 
meds, how much crime would likely 
take place across the country 
committed by those no longer able 
to obtain such medications? As day 
2 turns into days 3 and 4 and still no 

'normal' medications nor heathcare arrive, how long would it take for America to 
turn into a scene out of an apocalyptic horror movie, with millions of those 
dependent upon the system no longer able to get what they need to be physically 
and/or mentally healthy and to survive?  
One of the questions that REALLY stood out to us in the recent FEMA 
survey/questionaire from this previous ANP story was this: did my family have enough 
cash in our home to weather 3-4 months without access to an open bank or 
functioning atm machine? What is that all about? Was that a hint that they know 
something that we don't know? How many of us are REALLY prepared to live for 3 to 4 
months in our own homes without access to an open bank or functioning ATM 
machine? If you are one who tells us that you're prepared to live 1/4 to 1/3 of the year 
inside w/o access to outside assistance, supplies, etc., congratulations! You're clearly 
one of the few. As for everyone else, the large majority of Americans, what happens to 
them?  
Meanwhile, most Americans are having the life sucked out of them by the Vamp-
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a-Ceuticals who are also quite successful in sucking their victims financial lives 
dry, too, leaving millions of Americans broke and ill and in deep trouble. For those 
who are completely dependent upon this healthcare system, what can they do to make 
it through what may be very difficult times ahead? There are many questions and very 
few answers; we'd love for you to share your own thoughts below... we will likely follow 
up on this story with your suggestions on how people can overcome such ordeals 
without the system in the days or weeks ahead.  
As for personal experience, I absolutely refuse to take any man-made pharmaceutical 
drugs at all. God long ago provided (by nature) the human race with all that we 
need to survive. The list of alternative means for survival that goes beyond man-made 
big pharma have long been reported on such websites as Natural News, Natural 
Society and Natural Blaze. One of my favorite alternatives to antibiotics is garlic, 
raw, crushed and consumed with manuka honey. You can ask Susan, I got rid of 
an abcessed tooth infection in less than two days by consuming it.  
Pro 10:5: He that gathereth in summer is a wise son: but he that sleepeth in 
harvest is a son that causeth shame. 
Pro 10:2: Treasures of wickedness profit nothing: but righteousness delivereth 
from death. 
Pro 10:3: The LORD will not suffer the soul of the righteous to famish: but he 
casteth away the substance of the wicked. 
Pro 10:29: The way of the LORD is strength to the upright: but destruction shall 
be to the workers of iniquity. 
Pro 10:30: The righteous shall never be removed: but the wicked shall not inhabit 
the earth. 
Big pharma only gets rich by people being sick. Why would they want to really 'heal' us, 
anyways?  
According to in the 2nd video below from RTR TRUTH MEDIA and Tom Lacovara, real 
doctors in America are now being murdered by 'big pharma'. In the 3rd video below, our 
videographer asks for 6 minutes of our time so that he can tell us exactly how big 
pharma is killing Americans. Is there any chance of escaping the madness that 
surrounds us? Clearly, if we want to really stay healthy, our best chance to do so is to 
stay away from the hospitals and the pharmaceutical companies. We'll take our chances 
with natural alternatives provided by God.  
Play: Alabama Insurance Commissioner says, "Problem with Obama Care? Call 
Obama!"  
Play:  How Big Pharma is Killing Americans!  

--------------------------------------------- 
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:  
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 1 
September 21st, 2008  
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 2 
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 3 
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 4 
Pharmakeia: The Shocking Truth About Vaccinations/Inoculations-Part 5 
Pharmakeia: The Shocking Truth About Vaccinations/Inoculations-Part 6 
PDF: Pharmacy, Drugs, Sorcery, IG Farbin 
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Battle for humanity nearly lost: The global food supply is deliberately being 
engineered to end life, not nourish it 
(NaturalNews) After having now analyzed over 1,000 foods, superfoods, vitamins, 
junk foods and popular beverages for heavy metals and other substances at the 
Natural News Forensic Food Labs, I have arrived at a conclusion so alarming and 
urgent that it can only be stated bluntly. 
Based on what I am seeing via atomic spectroscopy analysis of all the dietary 
substances people are consuming on a daily basis, I must now announce that the 
battle for humanity is nearly lost. The food supply appears to be intentionally 
designed to end human life rather than nourish it. 
My lab has uncovered scientific proof that substances are intentionally formulated into 
dietary products to drive consumers mentally insane while causing widespread 
infertility, organ damage and a loss of any ability to engage in rational, conscious 
thinking. These toxic substances are being found across the entire food supply including 
in conventional foods, organic foods, "natural" products and dietary supplements. 
This goes far beyond the mere contamination of foods with heavy metals -- a 
subject which is grave all by itself. Rather, this is about the intentional 
formulation of toxic substances into products consumed by the masses on a 
regular basis. 
The result is what you see unfolding around you right now: mass insanity, incredible 
escalations of criminality among political operatives, clinical insanity among an 
increasing number of the populace, widespread infertility in young couples, skyrocketing 
rates of kidney failure and dialysis patients, plus a near total loss of rational thinking 
among the voting masses. 
The effects of this are devastating to human civilization: the collapse of a capable 
workforce, the rise of the masses dependent on government for survival, the collapse of 
free democracies due to the cognitive retardation of the voting masses, an exploding 
prison population and the rise of the for-profit corporate prison systems, and even the 
near complete collapse of any ability of the news-consuming public to parse and 
comprehend even the most basic information such as national debt figures. 
The long-term effects of this widespread food poisoning phenomenon will be the utter 
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downfall of modern human civilization for numerous reasons ranging from economic 
non-sustainability to environmental destruction and the global rise of political violence 
as we are seeing right now in Kiev. 
As more and more lab results have been documented here at the Natural News 
Forensic Food Lab, it has become increasingly apparent to me that humanity cannot 
survive the mass engineered poisoning of the food supply. 
You are, of course, being expertly distracted from all this with Powerball jackpots, 
tabloid celebrity news, staged political drama and of course the all-time favorite 
distraction of every crumbling empire: violent sports. 
What I've published so far just barely scratches the surface of what we are 
finding. Here's an overview of some of the incredibly shocking findings we have 
now documented: 
• The now-infamous "yoga mat chemical" used by Subway in their breads is also widely 
used across the fast-food industry. McDonald's, Chik-Fil-A, Wendy's, Arby's and many 
other restaurants also use the chemical azodicarbonamide which is linked to cancer. 
Importantly, this is not a contaminant. This is an ingredient which is intentionally 
added to the recipes in order for the chemical to be consumed by the masses. 
• There is no logical reason why chemicals like azodicarbonamide need to be added to 
recipes of fast food breads and buns. The chemical serves no necessary functional or 
nutritive purpose. It seems to exists solely for the purpose of delivering the chemical to 
hundreds of millions of consumers by blending it into popular fast foods. The 
sandwiches in which this chemical is found are merely delivery mechanisms for toxic 
substances that harm human biology. 
• Many mainstream, popular vitamin brands are intentionally spiked with such high 
levels of copper that if taken on a daily basis, they will cause mental insanity and 
psychosis. Some of these vitamin brands are routinely advertised on television to the 
mainstream masses, encouraging them to consume the vitamins, many of which are 
manufactured by companies owned in full or part by pharmaceutical interests. 
• A popular dietary herb designed to improve brain performance actually contains very 
high levels of lead in most products we tested (which were sourced from China). Lead is 
a toxic heavy metal that damages brain function. In this way, people who are suffering 
from early dementia or Alzheimer's are actually accelerated toward brain destruction via 
certain herbal supplements which appear designed to deliver toxic heavy metals to the 
brain. It was truly shocking to me to discover that "brain herbs" contain so much 
lead that they contribute to brain damage. 
• At the same time, we found that the very same "brain herb," when grown in the 
USA, contains virtually no heavy metals. This is proof that the herb does not 
"naturally" absorb heavy metals as if by magic. Interestingly, the highest levels of 
brain-damaging metals are consistently found in herbs imported from China. I'm 
openly asking this question: Is there a covert heavy metals war being waged against 
America by China? After all, poisoning the population with heavy metals is a very 
effective way to collapse a nation by destroying the sanity and health of its people. 
(More on this topic later...) 
++ • Popular children's vitamins sold in nearly every grocery store and pharmacy 
across America are especially formulated to be incredibly toxic to developing 
neurology. The number of synthetic, toxic chemicals added to nearly every 
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popular brand of children's vitamins is truly staggering, and many of them seem 
to be selected for their ability to target and disrupt neurological function. From a 
purely scientific point of view, these "vitamins" would honestly have to be called 
"poison pills," yet parents are encouraged to feed them to their children every 
single day as part of a modern-day health ritual that actually causes long-term 
harm. 
• At our atomic spectroscopy lab, we have confirmed trace levels of aluminum in 
regular atmospheric air, confirming the fact that all agricultural soils are being 
inundated with aluminum which is literally falling out of the sky. This is not merely 
aluminum in our laboratory air, as many labs contain aluminum floors or furniture, 
causing an unusually high aluminum concentration in laboratory air. Rather, parts per 
billion concentrations of aluminum have been measured in regular atmospheric air 
sampled far from any building or laboratory. The result of this phenomenon is that 
aluminum levels are rising in nearly all soil-grown crops from which everyday food 
is derived. While aluminum is far less harmful than lead, cadmium or mercury, the 
repeated accumulation of aluminum is believed to be tied to degenerative brain 
disorders across the population. 
• GM corn is engineered to grow a deadly toxin inside each and every grain of corn. 
This deadly toxin is then consumed by all the people who unknowingly eat genetically 
engineered crops via breakfast cereals, corn tortillas, corn snack chips, etc. This mass 
poisoning of the population is clearly intentional, as it is deliberately engineered 
into the crops which are grown for the sole purpose of human and animal 
consumption. This mass poisoning is not accidental, in other words, and in fact the 
technology is promoted under the justification that it will "feed the world." Indeed it will 
feed the world... poison. 
As you can see from these examples, food has become a weapon against 
humanity. It is the new vector for a stealth world war against humankind -- a war 
which is being quietly waged right this very moment with weapons you would 
probably find in your own pantry. 
Out of World War II and the Nazi era came IG Farben, the chemical-pharma 
conglomerate which was later split into three companies, one of which is now known as 
Bayer, the same company that makes children's aspirin and various chemicals used 
throughout the food supply. (Check your history. This is factual and true.) 
World War III appears to already be underway, and it is being waged as a stealth war 
via the food supply. The chemicals are very similar to those used in World War I and 
World War II except that instead of being deployed on the battle field, today's chemical 
weapons are deployed via the food supply and often even listen right on ingredients 
labels. 
Toxic ingredients like sodium nitrite and aspartame are formulated to work at sub-acute 
levels so they don't cause people to drop dead right away. Instead, they cause the 
chronic, long-term degenerative collapse of body and mind, leaving behind a 
wake of global cancer, kidney failure and extreme mental disorders including 
psychosis. This damage to body and mind, in turn, destroys economies, 
education systems, scientific advancement, free democracies and even cultural 
integrity. 
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What the United States Air Force did to Dresden in World War II via high-elevation 
bombing runs, the global chemical and food conglomerates are now doing to the world 
populations via the drive-thru window. But there are no bombs dropping out of the sky 
and there are no firestorms lighting up the cityscape at night. Instead, the silent, 
ignorant masses are simply marched to their deaths, one meal at a time, almost like a 
cargo train full of "useless eaters" clicking and clacking its way to Auschwitz. 
On the way to their own deaths, of course, they pay the mandatory tolls to the 
pharmaceutical giants, hospitals, cancer clinics, doctors and health insurance 
mandates. Much like victims of Nazi genocide had their gold fillings pulled out of 
their mouths before they were gassed to death, today's mainstream consumers 
are emptied of their bank accounts, assets and insurance policies before finally 
being discarded by the system. 
There are tremendous profits to be made, you see, from first poisoning the 
masses and then "treating" them for the side effects of that poisoning. This 
racket is so massive and so deeply embedded into our greed-driven culture that 
very few people even recognize it's happening to them. But make no mistake: You 
are not valued by the system for your humanity, your spirit, your innovation or 
your imagination. You are only valued for your tax base at first, and then 
ultimately your "disease management profits" which enrich global corporations 
while you are poked, prodded, dosed, irradiated and drugged to death while the 
hospital racks up page after page of medical procedure billings codes which will 
be covered by Medicare... or Obamacare. 
Sound too grim to be true? Let's look at some solutions on the positive side. The way 
out of all this is to grow your own food or at least buy as much as you can from local 
farmers and CSAs. Any food acquired through mainstream corporate sources is likely to 
be intentionally engineered, laced and packaged with incredibly toxic poisons ranging 
from heavy metals to hormone disrupting packaging containers. But food grown by 
honest farmers provides genuine nourishment, not death. 
In fact, the future of human civilization almost certainly belongs exclusively to those who 
either grow their own food or make arrangements for others to grow it for them. The 
factory-made food consumed by the masses is quite truly a poison delivery system 
that has no purpose other than mass disease, death and profit. 
If you wish to avoid being a victim of this system, you must avoid its products. Stop 
buying packaged processed foods. Utterly avoid all processed meats containing sodium 
nitrite, including bacon, hot dogs, sausage, ham, deli meats, pepperoni pizza and even 
beef jerky. 
Stop drinking all diet soda, obviously. Aspartame is toxic to biology. All artificial 
sweeteners have harmful side effects if consumed in sufficient quantity. 
Be skeptical of "natural" products which are heavily processed and refined in 
some way. Ask about countries of origin. Check heavy metals lab results to stay 
informed. 
Stop buying superfoods and supplements made in China, the world's most 
polluted food producer. The U.S. natural products industry has practically been 
taken over by China over the last decade, and much of what you think is safe and 
organic is actually heavily polluted, either accidentally or deliberately, in 
mainland China. 
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A modern young man growing up today in America and living on processed 
foods is little more than a shadow of the strong, vibrant young men who worked 
the farms just three generations ago. The vast majority of today's generation of 
youth is pathetic, weak, academically inept and heavily pampered with their video 
game consoles, Ritalin drugs and air-conditioned schools with a watered-down 
curriculum. They've been dumbed down, stripped of nutrients and medicated to 
the point where literal zombies now walk among us. 
In fact, the people all around you are over-medicated, over-fed and at the same 
time wildly malnourished. Their brains and bodies are heavily contaminated with 
destructive chemicals, heavy metals and synthetic materials. They have lost nearly 
all high cognitive functions and now survive on lower brain stem function which explains 
the radical rise in sex crimes, behavioral addictions, substance abuse and violent crime 
across society today. In a very real sense, the daily consumption of processed food 
has become a ritual of slow suicide mindlessly repeated everywhere that factory 
foods have invaded once-sane societies. 
While Republicans blame Democrats, and Democrats blame Republicans, the 
truth is that they are all being systematically poisoned and thereby driven to 
precisely the kind of insanity we see played out across newspaper headlines and 
news broadcasts. We are far past the age of reason in the modern western world, 
and we will not survive this stealth war that releases weapons of dietary mass 
destruction with each tempting bite of seductive food that's engineered for death 
instead of life. 
This is far beyond any single issue of labeling GMOs, or buying organic or testing 
foods for heavy metals. This is about how human civilization is being brought to 
its knees by one of the most insidious stealth weapon ever experienced in our 
collective history: PROCESSED FOOD laced with toxic substances. 
Heed these words or you too shall die a victim of this insidious, deliberate war 
against life, health and sanity. 
http://www.naturalnews.com/z043995_human_civilization_processed_food_stealt
h_war.html 

 
White House admits staging fake vaccination operation to gather DNA from the 
public 
 (NaturalNews) The White House has officially admitted that fake vaccination programs 
have been used by the United States as a cover for covertly stealing DNA samples from 
the public as part of the so-called "war on terror." The aim of the scheme, carried out in 
the Middle East, was to use DNA analysis to identify suspected terrorists who would 
then be targeted to be killed by the United States. 
As the New York Times reported in 2011, "In the months before Osama bin Laden 
was supposedly killed, (Comment: See Osama bin Laden Death Hoax 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBvsn2FZoTM  A film looking into Bin Ladens 
2011 death hoax and the evidence to suggest he actually died back in 2001.) the 
Central Intelligence Agency ran a phony vaccination program in Abbottabad, 
Pakistan, as a ruse to obtain DNA evidence from members of Bin Laden's family 
thought to be holed up in an expansive compound there." (1) 
This scheme, first unveiled in 2011, is the first time in history that the U.S. government 
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has been forced to admit using a "public health" activity to secretly and illegally harvest 
DNA from the public in an attempt to assassinate one individual. 
How exactly could a vaccination program harvest DNA from people? It's a simple 
matter, really. As The Guardian explains, "nurses could have been trained to withdraw 
some blood in the needle after administrating the drug." 
Now the White House says it will no longer use fake vaccination campaigns as a 
tactic in the "war on terror." And the people of the world are supposed to 
automatically trust this promise even though it comes from the exact same 
regime that ran the deceptive vaccination operation in the first place. 
But now the backlash against the fake immunization scheme has U.S. officials in a 
panic. They now realize they've discredited all trust in western vaccines. After all, if 
the White House now admits using fake vaccination ops to coverly gather DNA 
evidence, what's to stop the U.S. from using fake vaccination programs to accomplish 
other nefarious things like injecting people with stealth cancer viruses? 
Oops, that already happened. It happened right here in the United States, in fact, 
when 98 million Americans were found to have been injected with polio vaccines 
contaminated with cancer-causing SV-40 viruses. In order to make sure no one 
learned about this deadly vaccine snafu, the CDC quietly removed all accounts of 
this history from its website. 
So it's crystal clear that vaccines have already been used as weapons of war by the 
United States. So could the same DNA harvesting be conducted on U.S. soil and 
aimed at Americans? 
Of course it could and already is of the smallest and most helpless among us--
Watch: http://cnn.com/video/?/video/health/2010/02/05/nr.phillips.gov.dna.cnn  (To find 
out how long your baby's DNA is stored, see this state-by-state list.) Genetic testing 
for newborns started in the 1960s with testing for diseases. Scientists have 
heralded this enormous collection of DNA samples as a "gold mine" for doing 
research. "This sample population would be virtually impossible to get 
otherwise," says Gaviglio, a genetic counselor for the Minnesota Department of Health.  
What can parents do? 
In some states, including Minnesota and Texas, the states are required to destroy 
a baby's DNA sample if a parent requests it. Parents who want their baby's DNA 
destroyed are asked to fill out this form in Minnesota and this form in Texas. 
Parents in other states have less recourse, says Therrell, who runs the genetic testing 
group. "You'd probably have to write a letter to the state saying, 'Please destroy 
my sample,'" he says. 
He adds, however, that it's not clear whether a state would necessarily obey your 
wishes. "I suspect it would be very difficult to get those states to destroy your 
baby's sample," he says. 
Comment: For much more proactive information on this subject watch: Globalist 
Proclaim Right to Newborns' Blood for Database http://youtu.be/XOtQoj4Yato & 
go to: http://www.cchfreedom.org/ 
---------------------------------------- 
Back to the main report: 
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What better way to get millions of people to line up and voluntarily give up DNA 
samples than to create (via Biological agents, chemtrails, vaccines, etc.) a 

"pandemic" and offer a "lifesaving treatment" in the 
form of a vaccine? 
Most of the masses have already been trained to accept 
any and all injections the government wants them to 
endure, so as long as a DNA harvesting campaign is 
framed in the language of "public health," resistance will 
most likely be low unless people are educated on this 
information. Americans are still being vaccinated 
against polio even though there hasn't been a single 
case of polio in the USA for 35 years. To help make 
sure more people get injected with medically 
unnecessary polio vaccines, the W.H.O. recently 
fabricated an hysterical tabloid-style "global health 
emergency" that inferred we would all die miserable 
deaths if we didn't immediately rush out to get injected 
with more polio vaccines. 
Five amazing uses for vaccines (as proven by recent 

history) 
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Vaccines do have their uses, ultimately. They're really great at these five things: 
1) Administering mercury 
to the population 
2) Covertly harvesting 
DNA from the public 
3) Providing a cover story 
for CIA operations 
4) Injecting millions of 
people with stealth 
cancer viruses 
5) Training the population 
to practice "medical 
obedience" 
But vaccines are really, 
really terrible at doing the 
thing the one thing they 
claim to be all about: 

preventing infectious disease. 
It turns out the best defenses against infectious disease are: 
* Excellent nutrient intake from a wide variety of fresh plants 
* Good public hygiene and public sanitation systems 
* Healthy levels of vitamin C & D-3 across the population 
* Regular hand washing by medical staff and patients 
* Deliberate exposure to friendly microbes in soils. 
* Avoidance of exposure to immunosuppressive substances such as tobacco 
smoke or heavy metals 
If you'd really like to learn the historical truth about vaccines vs. infectious disease, read 
this outstanding book by Dr. Suzanne Humphries entitled Dissolving Illusions: Disease, 
Vaccines, and The Forgotten History. 
Her website also features a huge collection of eye-opening graphs citing scientific 
evidence that completely contradicts the false vaccination narrative currently being 
pushed by the U.S. government. 
Example: This graph shows how measles was already virtually eradicated even 
before the introduction of the measles vaccine. Today, medical institutions falsely 
claim that vaccines alone are responsible for eradicating diseases like measles, 
smallpox and polio. But if vaccines alone caused the decline, then why did nearly 
all the decline in measles happen BEFORE the introduction of the measles 
vaccine? (Can vaccines travel through time?) 
Also see: [2008] 40 Infallible Reasons Why You Should Not Vaccinate Infants By 
Jagannath Chatterjee 
Sources for this article include: 
(1) http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/12/world/asia... 
(2) http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/jul/11... 
(3) http://news.yahoo.com/white-house-vows-cia-n...

 
++ The Confederate Flag Needs To Be Raised, Not Lowered 
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By Chuck Baldwin--July 9, 2015 
Ladies and gentlemen, I submit that what we see happening in the United States today 
is an apt illustration of why the Confederate flag was raised in the first place. What we 
see materializing before our very eyes is tyranny: tyranny over the freedom of 
expression, tyranny over the freedom of association, tyranny over the freedom of 
speech, and tyranny over the freedom of conscience. 
In 1864, Confederate General Patrick Cleburne warned his fellow southerners of 
the historical consequences should the South lose their war for independence. 
He said if the South lost, “It means that the history of this heroic struggle will be 
written by the enemy. That our youth will be trained by Northern school teachers; 
will learn from Northern school books their version of the war; will be impressed 
by all of the influences of History and Education to regard our gallant debt as 
traitors and our maimed veterans as fit subjects for derision.” No truer words 
were ever spoken. 
History revisionists flooded America’s public schools with Northern propaganda 
about the people who attempted to secede from the United States, characterizing 
them as racists, extremists, radicals, hatemongers, traitors, etc. You know, the 
same way that people in our federal government and news media attempt to 
characterize Christians, patriots, war veterans, constitutionalists, et al. today. 
Folks, please understand that the only people in 1861 who believed that states did 
NOT have the right to secede were Abraham Lincoln and his radical Republicans. 
To say that southern states did not have the right to secede from the United 
States is to say that the thirteen colonies did not have the right to secede from 
Great Britain. One cannot be right and the other wrong. If one is right, both are 
right. How can we celebrate our Declaration of Independence in 1776 and then 
turn around and condemn the Declaration of Independence of the Confederacy in 
1861? Talk about hypocrisy! 
In fact, southern states were not the only states that talked about secession. After 
the southern states seceded, the State of Maryland fully intended to join them. In 
September of 1861, Lincoln sent federal troops to the State capital and seized the 
legislature by force in order to prevent them from voting. Federal provost 
marshals stood guard at the polls and arrested Democrats and anyone else who 
believed in secession. A special furlough was granted to Maryland troops so they 
could go home and vote against secession. Judges who tried to inquire into the 
phony elections were arrested and thrown into military prisons. There is your 
great “emancipator,” folks. 
And before the South seceded, several northern states had also threatened 
secession. Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island had threatened 
secession as far back as James Madison’s administration. In addition, the states 
of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware were threatening 
secession during the first half of the nineteenth century--long before the southern 
states even considered such a thing. 
People say constantly that Lincoln “saved” the Union. Lincoln didn’t save the Union; he 
subjugated the Union. There is a huge difference. A union that is not voluntary is not a 
union. Does a man have a right to force a woman to marry him or to force a woman to 
stay married to him? In the eyes of God, a union of husband and wife is far superior to a 



union of states. If God recognizes the right of husbands and wives to separate (and He 
does), to try and suggest that states do not have the right to lawfully (under Natural and 
divine right) separate is the most preposterous proposition imaginable. 
People say that Lincoln freed the slaves. Lincoln did NOT free a single slave. But 
what he did do was enslave free men. His so-called Emancipation Proclamation 
had NO AUTHORITY in the southern states, as they had separated into another 
country. Imagine a President today signing a proclamation to free folks in, say, 
China or Saudi Arabia. He would be laughed out of Washington. Lincoln had no 
authority over the Confederate States of America, and he knew it. 
Do you not find it interesting that Lincoln’s proclamation did NOT free a single slave in 
the United States, the country in which he DID have authority? That’s right. The 
Emancipation Proclamation deliberately ignored slavery in the North. Do you not 
realize that when Lincoln signed his proclamation, there were over 300,000 
slaveholders who were fighting in the Union army? Check it out for yourself. 
One of those northern slaveholders was General (and later U.S. President) 
Ulysses S. Grant. In fact, he maintained possession of his slaves even after the 
War Between the States concluded. Recall that his counterpart, Confederate 
General Robert E. Lee, freed his slaves BEFORE hostilities between North and 
South ever broke out. When asked why he refused to free his slaves, Grant said, 
“Good help is hard to find these days.” 
The institution of slavery did not end until the 13th Amendment was ratified on 
December 6, 1865. The Civil war had ended about 8 months earlier on April 9, 1865. 
Speaking of the 13th Amendment, did you know that Lincoln authored his own 13th 
Amendment? It is the only amendment to the Constitution ever proposed by a 
sitting U.S. President. Here is Lincoln’s proposed amendment: “No amendment shall 
be made to the Constitution which will authorize or give Congress the power to abolish 
or interfere within any state with the domestic institutions thereof, including that a 
person's held to labor or service by laws of said State.” 
You read it right. Lincoln proposed an amendment to the U.S. Constitution 
PRESERVING the institution of slavery. This proposed amendment was written in 
March of 1861, a month BEFORE the shots were fired at Fort Sumter, South 
Carolina. 
The State of South Carolina was particularly incensed at the tariffs enacted in 
1828 and 1832. The Tariff of 1828 was disdainfully called, “The Tariff of 
Abominations” by the State of South Carolina. Accordingly, the South Carolina 
legislature declared that the tariffs of 1828 and 1832 were “unauthorized by the 
constitution of the United States.” 
Think, folks: why would the southern states secede from the Union over slavery 
when President Abraham Lincoln had offered an amendment to the Constitution 
guaranteeing the PRESERVATION of slavery? That makes no sense. If the issue 
was predominantly slavery, all the South needed to do was to go along with 
Lincoln, and his proposed 13th Amendment would have permanently preserved 
slavery among the southern (and northern) states. Does that sound like a body of 
people who were willing to lose hundreds of thousands of men on the battlefield 
over saving slavery? What nonsense! 



The problem was Lincoln wanted the southern states to pay the Union a 40% tariff 
on their exports. The South considered this outrageous and refused to pay. By 
the time hostilities broke out in 1861, the South was paying up to, and perhaps 
exceeding, 70% of the nation’s taxes. Before the war, the South was very 
prosperous and productive. And Washington, D.C., kept raising the taxes and 
tariffs on them. You know, the way Washington, D.C., keeps raising the taxes on 
prosperous American citizens today. 
This is much the same story of the way the colonies refused to pay the demanded 
tariffs of the British Crown--albeit the tariffs of the Crown were MUCH lower than 
those demanded by Lincoln. Lincoln’s proposed 13th Amendment was an attempt 
to entice the South into paying the tariffs by being willing to permanently 
ensconce the institution of slavery into the Constitution. AND THE SOUTH SAID 
NO! 
In addition, the Congressional Record of the United States forever obliterates the 
notion that the North fought the War Between the States over slavery. Read it for 
yourself. This resolution was passed unanimously in the U.S. Congress on July 23, 
1861, “The War is waged by the government of the United States not in the spirit of 
conquest or subjugation, nor for the purpose of overthrowing or interfering with the 
rights or institutions of the states, but to defend and protect the Union.” 
What could be clearer? The U.S. Congress declared that the war against the 
South was NOT an attempt to overthrow or interfere with the “institutions” of the 
states, but to keep the Union intact (by force).  
Hear it loudly and clearly: Lincoln’s war against the South had NOTHING to do 
with ending slavery--so said the U.S. Congress by unanimous resolution in 1861. 
Abraham Lincoln, himself, said it was NEVER his intention to end the institution 
of slavery. In a letter to Alexander Stevens who later became the Vice President of 
the Confederacy, Lincoln wrote this, “Do the people of the South really entertain 
fears that a Republican administration would directly, or indirectly, interfere with 
their slaves, or with them, about their slaves? If they do, I wish to assure you, as 
once a friend, and still, I hope, not an enemy, that there is no cause for such 
fears. The South would be in no more danger in this respect than it was in the 
days of Washington.” 
Again, what could be clearer? Lincoln, himself, said the southern states had 
nothing to fear from him in regard to abolishing slavery. 
Hear Lincoln again: “If I could save the Union without freeing any slave I would 
do it.” He also said, “I have no purpose, directly or indirectly, to interfere with the 
institution of slavery in the states where it exists. I believe I have no lawful right 
to do so and I have no inclination to do so.” 
The idea that the Confederate flag (actually there were five of them) stood for 
racism, bigotry, hatred, and slavery is just so much hogwash. In fact, if one truly 
wants to discover who the racist was in 1861, just read the words of Mr. Lincoln. 
On August 14, 1862, Abraham Lincoln invited a group of black people to the 
White House. In his address to them, he told them of his plans to colonize them 
all back to Africa. Listen to what he told these folks: “Why should the people of 
your race be colonized and where? Why should they leave this country? This is, 
perhaps, the first question for proper consideration. You and we are different 



races. We have between us a broader difference than exists between almost any 
other two races. Whether it is right or wrong I need not discuss; but this physical 
difference is a great disadvantage to us both, as I think. Your race suffers very 
greatly, many of them, by living among us, while ours suffers from your presence. 
In a word, we suffer on each side. If this is admitted, it affords a reason, at least, 
why we should be separated. You here are freemen, I suppose? Perhaps you 
have been long free, or all your lives. Your race is suffering, in my judgment, the 
greatest wrong inflicted on any people. But even when you cease to be slaves, 
you are yet far removed from being placed on an equality with the white race. The 
aspiration of men is to enjoy equality with the best when free, but on this broad 
continent not a single man of your race is made the equal of a single man of our 
race.” 
Did you hear what Lincoln said? He said that black people would NEVER be equal 
with white people--even if they all obtained their freedom from slavery. If that isn’t 
a racist statement, I’ve never heard one. 
Lincoln’s statement above is not isolated. In Charleston, Illinois, in 1858, Lincoln said 
in a speech, “I am not, nor have ever been, in favor of bringing about in any way 
the social and political equality of the white and black races. I am not nor ever 
have been in favor of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying them 
to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people; I will say in addition to this that 
there is a physical difference between the white and black races which I believe 
will forever forbid the two races from living together on social or political 
equality. And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do remain together 
there must be the position of superior and inferior, and I as much as any other 
man am in favor of having the superior position assigned to the white.” 
Ladies and gentlemen, in his own words, Abraham Lincoln declared himself to be 
a white supremacist. Why don’t our history books and news media tell the 
American people the truth about Lincoln and about the War Between the States? 
It’s simple: if people would study the meanings and history of the flag, symbols, 
and statues of the Confederacy and Confederate leaders, they might begin to 
awaken to the tyrannical policies of Washington, D.C., that precluded southern 
independence--policies that have only escalated since the defeat of the 
Confederacy--and they might have a notion to again resist. 
By the time Lincoln penned his Emancipation Proclamation, the war had been going on 
for two years without resolution. In fact, the North was losing the war. Even though the 
South was outmanned and out-equipped, the genius of the southern generals and 
fighting acumen of the southern men had put the northern armies on their heels. Many 
people in the North never saw the legitimacy of Lincoln’s war in the first place, and 
many of them actively campaigned against it. These people were affectionately called 
“Copperheads” by people in the South. 
I urge you to watch Ron Maxwell’s accurate depiction of those people in the North who 
favored the southern cause as depicted in his motion picture, “Copperhead.” For that 
matter, I consider his movie, “Gods And Generals” to be the greatest “Civil War” movie 
ever made. It is the most accurate and fairest depiction of Confederate General Thomas 
Jonathan “Stonewall” Jackson ever produced. In my opinion, actor Stephen Lang 
should have received an Oscar for his performance as General Jackson. 



That’s another thing: the war fought from 1861 to 1865 was NOT a “civil war.” 
Civil war suggests two sides fighting for control of the same capital and country. 
The South didn’t want to take over Washington, D.C., no more than their 
forebears wanted to take over London. They wanted to separate from 
Washington, D.C., just as America’s Founding Fathers wanted to separate from 
Great Britain. The proper names for that war are either, “The War Between the 
States” or, “The War of Southern Independence,” or, more fittingly, “The War of 
Northern Aggression.” 
Had the South wanted to take over Washington, D.C., they could have done so 
with the very first battle of the “Civil War.” When Lincoln ordered federal troops 
to invade Virginia in the First Battle of Manassas (called the “First Battle of Bull 
Run” by the North), Confederate troops sent the Yankees running for their lives 
all the way back to Washington. Had the Confederates pursued them, they could 
have easily taken the city of Washington, D.C., seized Abraham Lincoln, and 
perhaps ended the war before it really began. But General Beauregard and the 
others had no intention of fighting an aggressive war against the North. They 
merely wanted to defend the South against the aggression of the North. 
In order to rally people in the North, Lincoln needed a moral crusade. That’s what 
his Emancipation Proclamation was all about. This explains why his proclamation 
was not penned until 1863, after two years of fruitless fighting. He was counting 
on people in the North to stop resisting his war against the South if they thought 
it was some kind of “holy” war. Plus, Lincoln was hoping that his proclamation 
would incite blacks in the South to insurrect against southern whites. If 
thousands of blacks would begin to wage war against their white neighbors, the 
fighting men of the southern armies would have to leave the battlefields and go 
home to defend their families. THIS NEVER HAPPENED. 
Not only did blacks not riot against the whites of the south, many black men 
volunteered to fight alongside their white friends and neighbors in the 
Confederate army. Unlike the blacks in the North, who were conscripted by 
Lincoln and forced to fight in segregated units, thousands of blacks in the South 
fought of their own free will in a fully-integrated southern army. I bet your history 
book never told you about that. 
If one wants to ban a racist flag, one would have to ban the British flag. Ships bearing 
the Union Jack shipped over 5 million African slaves to countries all over the 
world, including the British colonies in North America. Other slave ships flew the Dutch 
flag and the Portuguese flag and the Spanish flag, and, yes, the U.S. flag. But not one 
single slave ship flew the Confederate flag. NOT ONE! 
By the time Lincoln launched his war against the southern states, slavery was 
already a dying institution. The entire country, including the South, recognized 
the moral evil of slavery and wanted it to end. Only a small fraction of 
southerners even owned slaves. The slave trade had ended in 1808, per the U.S. 
Constitution, and the practice of slavery was quickly dying, too. In another few 
years, with the advent of agricultural machinery, slavery would have ended 
peacefully--just like it had in England. It didn’t take a national war and the deaths 
of over a half million men to end slavery in Great Britain. America’s so-called 
“Civil War” was absolutely unnecessary. The greed of Lincoln’s radical 



Republicans in the North, combined with the cold, calloused heart of Lincoln 
himself is responsible for the tragedy of the “Civil War.” 
And look at what is happening now: in one instant--after one deranged young man 
killed nine black people and who ostensibly photo-shopped a picture of himself 
with a Confederate flag--the entire political and media establishments in the 
country go on an all-out crusade to remove all semblances of the Confederacy. 
The speed in which all of this has happened suggests that this was a planned, 
orchestrated event by the Powers That Be (PTB). And is it a mere coincidence 
that this took place at the exact same time that the U.S. Supreme Court decided to 
legalize same-sex marriage? I think not. 
The Confederate Battle Flag flies the Saint Andrews cross. Of course, Andrew was 
the first disciple of Jesus Christ, brother of Simon Peter, and Christian martyr 
who was crucified on an X-shaped cross at around the age of 90. Andrew is the 
patron saint of both Russia and Scotland. 
In the 1800s, up to 75% of people in the South were either Scotch or Scotch-Irish. 
 The Confederate Battle Flag is predicated on the national flag of Scotland. It is a 
symbol of the Christian faith and heritage of the Celtic race. 
Combine the current attacks against Biblical and traditional marriage, the attacks 
against all things Confederate, the attacks against all things Christian, and the 
attacks against all things constitutional and what we are witnessing is a 
heightened example of why the Confederate Battle Flag was created to begin 
with. Virtually every act of federal usurpation of liberty that we are witnessing 
today, and have been witnessing for much of the twentieth century, is the result 
of Lincoln’s war against the South. Truly, we are living in Lincoln’s America, not 
Washington and Jefferson’s America. Washington and Jefferson’s America died 
at Appomattox Court House in 1865. 
Instead of lowering the Confederate flag, we should be raising it. 
Pastor John Weaver rightly observed, “Even the Confederate States motto, 
‘Deovendickia,’ (The Lord is our Vindicator), illustrates the sovereignty and the 
righteousness of God. The Saint Andrews cross is also known as the Greek letter 
CHIA (KEE) and has historically been used to represent Jesus Christ. Many of the 
facts that I reference in this column were included in a message delivered several years 
ago by Pastor John Weaver. I want to thank John for preaching such a powerful and 
needed message. Read or watch Pastor Weaver’s sermon “The Truth About The 
Confederate Battle Flag” here: 
++ The Truth About The Confederate Battle Flag 
Play: http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=1220517550  
Pastor John Weaver is a native of Georgia. He has been in Christian ministry for over 
30 years.  
Pastor Weaver has traveled across America preaching and lecturing in churches, 
colleges and conferences. John Weaver is an expositor of God's whole Word. His 
preaching style is in the tradition of those early American pastors whose pulpits were 
the cradle of America's Christian Liberty.  
For more information write:  
TRUTH AND SOUTHERN HISTORY  
P.O. BOX 6847  

http://www.confederateamericanpride.com/battleflag.html
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=1220517550


West Columbia, SC 29171  
http://chuckbaldwinlive.com/Articles/tabid/109/ID/3336/The-Confederate-Flag-Needs-
To-Be-Raised-Not-Lowered.aspx  

 
++ Memphis city council votes to dig up remains of Confederate Civil War 
general, wife 
By Howard Portnoy--The latest effort to expunge the odious memory of a man who 
fought for the Confederacy during the Civil War doesn’t just end with his sculpted 
likeness. The city of Memphis wants the earthly remains of General Nathan 
Bedford Forrest exhumed and moved out of Dodge. His wife’s, too. 

CBS affiliate WREG reports: 
On Tuesday evening the Memphis City 
Council unanimously passed a 
resolution to remove … Forrest’s 
remains from under his statue in the 
Health Sciences Park on Union 
Avenue…. 
“It is no longer politically correct to glorify 
someone who was a slave trader, someone 
who was a racist on public property,” said 
City Council member Myron Lowery. 

Lowery freely concedes that the urgency to get rid of the statue was spurred 
on by the recent shooting deaths of nine churchgoers in South Carolina by a 
white supremacist. Not everyone in Memphis is on board with moving the statue 
or Forrest’s remains. Lee Millar, a spokesman for the group Sons of the Confederate 
Veterans, told reporters: 
I think it’s disgusting that people use the shooting in Charleston and use those 
victims to forward their own agenda and join this anti Confederate hysteria that’s 
going on. 
To attack something like that now I feel is just really misguided. 
Katherine Blalock, whose great grandfather served under Forrest, 
concurred: “We need to have a coming together of people, not a divide and 
conquer,” she explained. 
Regardless of what decision is made, City Councilman Edmund Ford, Jr. said there is a 
more crucial issue that must be resolved. He asked: 
Even when all the flags have been taken down and when all the artifacts have been 
moved, what do we do next as a people? 
Good question. http://libertyunyielding.com/2015/07/09/memphis-city-council-votes-to-
dig-up-remains-of-confederate-civil-war-general-wife/   

 
Black Rebel Flag Supporter Dies After Being Ran Off Road, Witness Says 
An African-American who was a long-time Confederate flag supporter died after 
reportedly being chased by a car and ran off the road following a flag rally. 
The victim, 49-year-old Anthony Hervey, was found dead in a flipped-over 2005 Ford 
Explorer near Oxford, Miss., on Sunday and a passenger in the vehicle, Arlene 
Barnham, said that after leaving the pro-Confederate Flag “Monumental Dixie” rally, 
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they were chased by a silver car which then swerved into their Explorer, causing it to 
crash. 
“HELP! They after us,” Barnham posted on Facebook during the chase. “My 
vehicle inside down.” 
“Anthony pinned in… gas leaking.” 
The pair were both speakers at the rally and Hervey in particular was well-known 
for wearing a Confederate uniform in support of Southern heritage and for writing 
the book “Why I Wave the Confederate Flag: Written by a Black Man.”  
The MacAlester News-Capital contacted the Mississippi Highway Patrol, which 
confirmed the accident but declined to give further details as the crash is still under 
investigation.  
Although shocking, this incident is not surprising given the government-driven 
purge of the Confederate flag which has only stirred up racial tensions within 
America.  
Not long after President Obama publicly attacked the Confederate flag, people 
were filming themselves stealing Confederate flags off of people’s private 
property.  
This lunacy is possible because many Americans are completely ignorant of 
multifaceted history of the so-called Civil War, which was a war waged by the 
federal government against Southern states threatening to use the Tenth 
Amendment to secede.  
Unfortunately, the ignorant routinely victimize well-educated individuals like 
Hervey who know history.  
http://www.infowars.com/black-rebel-flag-supporter-dies-after-being-ran-off-road-
witness-says/print 

 
Police investigate armed dispute over Confederate flag  
August 17, 2015--HICKORY – Police were dispatched to Kangaroo Express on U.S. 70 
SE in Hickory at 1:17 a.m. Sunday after receiving a call about a man pointing a 
handgun at another man, Hickory Police Department spokeswoman Chrystal Dieter 
said. 
The victim, an 18-year-old white man, told police that while he was parked at the 
gas station, a black man came up to him and asked him to take down the 
Confederate flag in the back of his truck. 
“The black man was mad about the Confederate flag,” Dieter said the victim told 
police. The victim would not take the flag down and an argument ensued, Dieter said. 
The suspect then pulled a pistol out and pointed it at the victim. 
The suspect drove away when another person at the gas station called police. 
After talking with the victim, officers began searching for the suspect. Police then 
received a report that the suspect was walking near Catawba Valley Community 
College. When police arrived there, they found a handgun on the ground and black man 
in the bushes nearby, Dieter said. 
At this time, there are no charges pending against the black man, Dieter said. The 
investigation is ongoing. 

http://www.mcalesternews.com/news/update-man-who-was-with-stuart-woman-in-accident-after/article_7d867ed4-2e70-11e5-82df-1fcf5567ace2.html
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http://www.hickoryrecord.com/news/police-investigate-armed-dispute-over-confederate-
flag/article_e7ea1d8e-44ec-11e5-8400-7355c4797bb9.html 

 
Family Threatened at Gunpoint for Waving Confederate Flag 
July 15, 2015--A family was threatened at gunpoint for waving the Confederate flag on 
their own private property in another illustration of how controversy surrounding the flag 
is only driving more animosity. 
The incident occurred on Monday night in Moseley, Virginia while the family was 
expressing their First Amendment right by waving the flag in their own driveway 
next to a busy highway. A man driving an SUV pulled into the driveway, took out 
his gun, chambered a round, pointed it at the family and started yelling. 
Play video here: http://www.infowars.com/family-threatened-at-gunpoint-for-waving-
confederate-flag/print  
 46-year-old James Baker was later arrested by police for brandishing a weapon. Baker 
dubiously claimed that the family had threatened his life. 
 “The police went and investigated it and they let him go, he admitted everything 
and they just let him go,” added Wilson. 
Baker is in court on September 3 facing a class one misdemeanor charge. 
Wilson asserted that his decision to fly the flag is founded on a desire to express pride 
in his southern heritage and has nothing to do with racism. 
“I’m not gonna be scared away from people that are acting ignorant and trying to 
act violent when it’s not a violent thing. This shouldn’t be a race thing, it should 
be a heritage thing,” Wilson told NBC 12. 
On Monday we reported on the new viral Twitter craze called #NoFlaggingChallenge 
which Black Lives Matter supporters are using to encourage Americans to violate 
people’s private property rights and steal Confederate flags being displayed on 
privately owned homes and vehicles. 
Given that the flags are predominantly displayed in southern states where private 
ownership of firearms is common, many on social media are warning that the 
stunt could end up with people being shot dead. 
Last week, the Confederate flag was removed from the South Carolina’s statehouse 
grounds and placed in a local museum. 
Activists and groups like the NAACP are also calling for statues and monuments 
to Confederate leaders to be demolished, including the carving at Stone 
Mountain, the largest bas relief sculpture in the world. 
Memphis City Council also just voted unanimously to dig up and move the remains 
of Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest and sell off his statue to the 
highest bidder. 
Some are even demanding that Washington DC be renamed in the name of 
political correctness because George Washington owned slaves. 
http://www.infowars.com/family-threatened-at-gunpoint-for-waving-confederate-
flag/  

Atlanta NAACP Calls On State Officials To 'Sand Blast Lee, Jefferson, Jackson' 
Carvings Off Of Mountain... 
The Atlanta Chapter of the NAACP is calling for the removal of the Confederacy 
from Stone Mountain Park. Local chapter president Richard Rose says, “It is time 
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for Georgia and other Southern states to end the glorification of slavery and white 
supremacy, paid for and maintained, with the taxes of all its citizens.” According 
to Rose, “all of this recognition of Confederate generals is upholding the white 
supremacy on which the Confederacy was founded and the war was fought.” He 
goes on to say, “all of this should have ended in 1865 when Lee surrendered to 
Appomattox.” He’s referring to, what historians refer to as, one of the last battles 
before Confederate Army General Robert Lee surrendered to Union Army Lt. 
Ulysses Grant on April 9, 1865. 

 
From: James  
Subject: Removing southern history 
I find it interesting in all the talk about removing confederate flags and removing 
statues, I am not hearing anything in the media about removing Albert Pike's 
statue in Washington DC (district of criminals).  I find that very interesting.  I 
guess him writing rules and dogmas for the satanic freemasons cleans him of his 
confederate past. 
God bless, James 

 
BUCHANAN TO OBAMA: The White Side of the Story of Negroes  
This is the reason CNN has dropped Buchanan. It's like Newt G. Said, "you're not 
supposed to bring up uncomfortable Facts." (verified on Buchanan's website)  
Finally, It is Said Publicly. I have never seen the white side explained better!  
BUCHANAN TO OBAMA By Patrick J. Buchanan  
You say we need to have a conversation about race in America. Fair enough. But this 
time, it has to be a two-way conversation. White America needs to be heard from, 
not just lectured to. This time, the Silent Majority needs to have its convictions, 
grievances and demands heard. And among them are these:   
First, America has been the best country on earth for black folks. It was here that 
600,000 black people, brought from Africa in slave ships, grew into a community 
of 40 million, were introduced to Christian salvation, and reached the greatest 
levels of freedom and prosperity blacks have ever known 
Second, no people anywhere has done more to lift up blacks than white 
Americans. Untold trillions have been spent since the '60s on welfare, food 
stamps, rent supplements, Section 8 housing, Pell grants, student loans, legal 
services, Medicaid, Earned Income Tax Credits and poverty programs designed 
to bring the African-American community into the mainstream. Governments, 
businesses and colleges have engaged in discrimination against white folks -- 
with affirmative action, contract set-asides and quotas -- to advance black 
applicants over white applicants. Churches, foundations, civic groups, schools 
and individuals all over America have donated their time and money to support 
soup kitchens, adult education, day care, retirement and nursing homes for 
primarily blacks. 
We hear the grievances. Where is the gratitude?  
Is white America really responsible for the fact that the crime and incarceration 
rates for African-Americans are seven times those of white America?  



Is it really white America's fault that illegitimacy in the African-American community has 
hit 70 percent and the black dropout rate from high schools in some cities has reached 
50 percent?  
Is that the fault of white America or, first and foremost, a failure of the black 
community itself?  
As for racism, its ugliest manifestation is in interracial crime, and especially 
interracial crimes of violence. Is Barack Obama aware that while white criminals 
choose black victims 3 percent of the time, black criminals choose white victims 
45 percent of the time? Is Obama aware that black-on-white rapes are 100 times 
more common than the reverse, that black-on-white robberies were 139 times as 
common in the first three years of this decade as the reverse?  
We have all heard ad nauseam from the Rev. Al about Tawana Brawley, the Duke rape 
case and Jena. And all turned out to be hoaxes. But about the epidemic of black 
assaults on whites that are real, we hear nothing.  
Sorry, Barack, some of us have heard it all before, about 40 years and 40 trillion tax 
dollars ago.  
This needs to be passed around because, this is a message everyone needs to hear!  
I passed it on because I'm for a better America. I am Not racist, Not violent, Just 
not silent anymore.  

 


